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Teaching Type:   Progressive   Unit:    LE WEEK-END 

By the end of this unit we will be able to: 
 Tell the time in French using quarter past, half past and quarter to. 

 Say and write in French what we do at the weekend using two or more 
sentences. 

 Integrate conjunctions and opinions into written and spoken work to 
make more interesting and extended sentences. 

Activities we will complete: 
Learning to tell the time in French including quart past, half past and quarter to. 

Learning 10 short phrases for activities that often happen at the weekend. Lots  

of listening, reading and spoken tasks each week which will become progressively 

more challenging by the end of the unit. Building on the short phrases from week 

2 by adding a time, a conjunction, another activity and an opinion. Final activities 

will include a picture story and an email in French detailing what you do at the 

weekend. There is an opportunity to present an extended piece orally and a 

translation activity from English into French. 

Vocabulary we will learn & revisit: 
Ten phrases on activities to do at the weekend. A range of conjunctions and 

opinions to be able to fully answer the question qu’est-ce que tu fais le week-end? 

All listed on Vocabulary Sheet. 

Grammar we will learn & revisit: 

Verbs, conjunctions and opinions. Revision and consolidation of a variety 

of first person singular high frequency verbs such as je vais and je joue. Also being 

introduced to new verbs such as je regarde, je lis and the reflexive verbs je me lève and 

je me couche. New conjunctions and opinions for joining two phrases together and 

opinions. 

Phonics & pronunciation we will see: 
Recommended phonics focus:     QU   Ç   GNE   EN    AN 

 QU sound in quelle, informatique & musique 

 AN sound in bandes, amusant, intéressant & fatigant  

 EN sound in prends & finalement 

 Silent letters. Hearing and seeing that the ‘s’ is not pronounced in 

heures, and the ‘t’ is not pronounced in amusant, barbant or fatigant. This is 
often the case when these consonants are the last letters in French words. 

 Elision. J’écoute. Dropping of the last letter of a word (in this case the ‘e’ in 

je) and replacing it with an apostrophe. Attaching it to the word that follows 
which begins with a vowel or mute ‘h’. This is in order to facilitate   
pronunciation. It is not optional in French. 



Skills we will develop: 

To be able to say and write what activities you do at the weekend, at what time 

you do them but also whether you like them or not. This unit will also encourage 

us to link our ideas together using more conjunctions and to create longer and 

more interesting replies as we will also try to include an opinion.  

It will help if we already know:  
 The letter sounds (phonics & phonemes) from phonics and pronunciation 

lessons 1,2 & 3. 

 Language introduced from Early Learning and Intermediate units.  

 Time on the hour as presented in the À L’École Progressive unit. 

 How to give our personal details from memory (name, age and where we live). 

Unit Objective: To describe what activities I do at the weekend with a time and an opinion in French 


